GradesFirst Training
Instructors: Filing a Progress Report in Grades First

Progress report campaigns allow instructors the opportunity to provide feedback about students who need assistance or are at-risk. Follow the steps below to file a progress report.

1) Email Notification: You will receive an email asking you to enter feedback for students in your class. The email includes a direct link to the progress report where you will enter your feedback. The link expires on the date listed in the email. After that date, the campaign is over, and you will no longer be able to provide information for the student(s). Click to Begin Entering Student Feedback.
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2) Entering Student Feedback: When providing feedback, include as much information as possible, especially in your comments. You will see five potential alert reasons listed. Reasons provided include: attendance, difficulty understanding content, failure to submit assignments, poor test results, and/or poor written communication. Select all that apply. (Note: to select more than one reason, hold the shift button while clicking the reason.) Use the comment section to provide additional feedback or suggested course of action.
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3) **Submitting Feedback.** You have two options at this point.

a. **Submit only marked students (but I’m not done):** This option allows you to submit only the students you have marked on the report. This can be very helpful if you only have time to fill out part of the feedback form. Instead of leaving the form pulled up on your computer, you can submit your completed work and return and finish later by clicking the link in the request notification email.

b. **Submit unmarked students as not at-risk (I’m all done):** After you have entered all our feedback and marked certain students at-risk, you can use this option to mark the remaining students as not at-risk and complete your feedback.

4) **Confirmation.** Once you have submitted your feedback, you will receive a message similar to the one below.

```text
STUDENT FEEDBACK

"Your information is secure. GradedFirst security measures allow your school to adhere to government rules and regulations concerning FERPA and overall student privacy. Thank you for using GradedFirst!"

Professor Gladney:
You have been asked to fill out progress reports for students in the following classes. Update each student based on your best knowledge of their performance at this point in the term.

You successfully completed your Student Feedback. You have no more student feedback to complete at this time. Thank you! If you feel that you have received this note in error, please contact the person that sent the original request for student feedback.

---
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